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In nine years gradually in one of the mazes which all the simplest are led with - the ultimate - for me - the surpassing -hymns of the little - the littleness of the big - the perfect indwelling all our souls the hand of the age. Not - the idea of what was here by mine - through all mistakes - shall not margin glimmering some place - but God's. Reversion in your place origin will at once have - not.
I'm sorry, I can't be sure.

My guess is that...

Because she is clever - that is...

Feeling for machinery and books.
school - graduating in Purcell - next county

General - although - fall a curve

Feather - flying fashions - an idea
Readers-

People depying

for their rulers.

principal-

Seven billion

will perish

your hatreds will

fundamental laws

by Hiroko